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Body: Premise: Microcalorimetry represents a method through which micro heat variations of bacterial
cultures can be recorded, in a form of a heatflow-time curve. Objective: Our research aimed to identify the
similarities and differences in bacterial microcalorimetric growth patterns of 2 distinct bacterial species.
Material and method: Series of experiments were conducted for E.Coli (15 experiments) as well as for
S.Aureus (13 experiments) and the obtained thermograms were then compared. Several heatflow curve
parameters were identified and then used for comparison. Results: The obtained microcalorimetric curves
present 2 peaks, each curve providing different recorded parameters. After data analysis, we identified a set
of parameters of thermograms that can be used to objectively differentiate the 2 species (with differences
being statistically significant). In our opinion, these parameters could allow a primary microcalorimetric
characterization of the bacterial growth. Furthermore, by using this method, identification of bacterial
species could be possible in the near future. The following parameters were defined: Time (h) to first peak,
time to second peak, time to bacterial growth signal detection, time to bacterial growth signal loss, max first
peak height, max second peak height. Conclusion: Microcalorimetry represents a method which could be
used to differentiate 2 bacterial species and maybe even to identify bacteria. Provided with a high sensibility
in detecting bacterial presence, it could offer real time information regarding the characteristics of the
bacterial population (antibiotic susceptibility).

